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QUALITY SELECTIONS FOR YOUR OUTDOOR SPACE

livingOUTDOOR



As a company, Lurvey is dedicated to helping people improve their 

outdoor living spaces by providing quality products and exceptional 

customer service. Our vast inventory and service offerings demonstrate 

our capacity to bring your patio and garden vision into reality. We strive 

to be a convenient one-stop supplier and invaluable partner to our 

customers by offering the largest-variety and highest-quality furnishings 

and materials in Chicagoland. 

Let’s bring your dream to life!

to your 
patio & garden
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OUTDOOR FURNITURE
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Outdoor Interiors designs and 

manufactures comfortable outdoor 

furniture that’s always on-trend with 

an exciting blend of mixed materials. 

Collections include sustainable, plantation-

grown Eucalyptus and FSC®-certified Teak 

Hardwoods. Products are praised and 

recognized for incorporating the highest 

quality all-weather wicker, nautical rope, 

sling, concrete composite tabletops, 

benchtops, fabrics, and natural stone.
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4-Piece Teak & Grey Blend Wicker Seating Group

Our versatile 4-Piece Seating Set 

is loaded with tons of teak and 

draped in wicker. The matching love 

seat, (2) armchairs, and coffee table 

provide a new upgraded version of 

our best selling set!

Set ships in one large carton for easy 

shipping and is crafted from the 

highest quality materials starting 

with all-Natural plantation-grown 

FSC® Certified Teak hardwood 

for long-lasting outdoor use and 

durability in all climates.

Our thick grey HDPE all-weather 

wicker armchairs, loveseat, and 

coffee table are hand woven around 

powder-coated aluminum frames 

for lasting durability. Olefin branded 

grey and beige fabrics with white 

piping complete this collection.

Loveseat: 65”L x 34”W x 32”H 

Armchair: 30.5”L x 34”W x 32”H 

Coffee Table: 42.5”L x 23”W x 17.5”H

OLEXTFRN0077

005820   

$2,999.99

THE TEAK COLLECTION

3
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3-Piece Teak & Wicker Convertible Storage Set

The Outdoor Interiors 3-Piece Teak & 

Light Grey Wicker Sectional Set with 

Coffee Table combines style and 

functionality for the perfect outdoor 

seating arrangement. It’s the greatest 

solution for the biggest problem in 

outdoor furniture! 

This collection is crafted from the 

highest quality materials starting with 

all-Natural plantation-grown FSC® 

Certified Teak hardwood to withstand 

years of outdoor use in all climates. 

The light grey all-weather wicker is 

woven around a powder-coated 

aluminum frame for lasting outdoor 

use and durability. Our cushions are 

made from Olefin performance fabrics. 

This set also includes adjustable feet 

risers under the units for uneven patios 

and decks and two connectors for 

securing the ottoman. 

The ottoman comes detached to give 

you a left or right-facing chaise or use 

it as a stool to accommodate more 

guests. We’ve extended our storage 

collection with Captain’s chairs in 

pairs. Each piece has waterproof 

storage for the cushions, so you don’t 

have to worry about your pillows and 

cushions in unexpected weather. The 

set also comes fully assembled!

SPECIAL ORDER ONLY - QUICK SHIP

004620

$3,169.99

Sectional: 32”D x 80”W x 26”H 

Ottoman: 31”L x 24”W x 20”H 

Seat Dimensions: 72”W x 29”D 

Seat Height: 20” with Cushion 

Coffee Table: 22”L x 36”W x 16”H
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THE TEAK COLLECTION

Teak & Wicker Captains 

Chair with Storage 

Teak & Wicker Accent 

Table with Shelf
The Teak & Wicker Captain’s Chair with Storage Feature 

combines style and functionality for the perfect outdoor 

seating arrangement. It’s the greatest solution for the 

biggest problem in outdoor furniture!

The 20” Teak & Wicker Accent Table features a beautiful, 

slated teak top and light-grey wicker accent shelf.

Captains Chair 32”x 32”x 26”H

Seat Height with Cushion 20”

Table  20”x 20”x 20”

576080

$969.99
058430

$429.99

SPECIAL ORDER ONLY 

- QUICK SHIP

SPECIAL ORDER ONLY 

- QUICK SHIP
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3-Piece Teak & Wicker  

Half-Round Sofa Set 

The 3-Piece Teak & Wicker Half-Round Sofa set provides the 

perfect arrangement for circular patios, and fire pits, and 

with our matching 36” Coffee Table (OLEXTFRN0105) sold 

separately. Our wider variegated grey HDPE all-weather wicker 

is hand woven around powder-coated aluminum frames for 

lasting durability. Olefin-branded grey fabrics with white piping 

complete this set. Some assembly may be required.

36" Teak & Wicker Round 

Coffee Table

The 36” Round Teak & Wicker Coffee Table is 

the perfect match for a round sofa or sectional. 

Best paired with the 3-Piece Half-Round Sofa 

(OLEXTFRN0104) and comes fully assembled! 

This table is made with HDPE all-weather wicker 

handwoven around powder-coated aluminum 

frames and FSC-Certified Teak Hardwood. Some 

assembly may be required.

OLEXTFRN0104   

053403

$3,699.99

OLEXTFRN0105

053260  

$729.99

132”x 33”x 32” 

34.5” Dia. x 16”
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Antique Eucalyptus Wash 

Rocking Chair with 

Blue Cushion

This chair merges the timeless elegance of  

eucalyptus wood with the serene comfort of  

ocean-inspired hues.

SPECIAL ORDER ONLY - QUICK SHIP

571350

$629.99

 37”D x 24”W x 40”H 

Seat Dimensions: 21”x 19”x 17”H 

Arm Height: 26”

The Eucalyptus and Grey Wicker Rocker 

provides an extra-wide comfortable seat 

and great rocking action.

38”D x 24”W x 40”H 

Seat Dimensions: 21”x 19”x 17”H 

Arm Height: 26”

Driftwood Grey Textured Half Round All 

Weather Wicker & Eucalyptus Rocking Chair

THE EUCALYPTUS 
COLLECTION

Parkway Eucalyptus Bench

The Parkway Bench is made from 

solid eucalyptus and provides great 

comfort and a classic style.

49.5”L x 22”D x 33”H 

Seat Dimensions: 46”L x 15.5”D x 18”H 

Arm Height: 26”H

SPECIAL ORDER ONLY 

- QUICK SHIP

571130

$369.99

SPECIAL ORDER ONLY 

- QUICK SHIP

524820

$349.99

Suggested Price: $1,465.32 

Our Price: $1,099.49



Ivory Composite & Eucalyptus 

Wash Dining Table 

The Eucalyptus Wash Dining Table with Composite Top is inspired by 

a coastal and lake vibe. This Dining Table is made from sustainable 

eucalyptus hardwood. The composite tabletop construction is made 

from a molded polyresin and blended with powdered concrete for 

texture, density, and long-lasting durability in all climates. 
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SPECIAL ORDER ONLY - QUICK SHIP

576421

$1,499.99

74”x 38”x30” 

Blue Rope & Eucalyptus 

Wash Armchairs
The Blue Rope and Antique Wash 

Dining Chair is the perfect way to add 

nautical flair to your patio. This easy 

breezy chair comes fully assembled 

and stacks for storage. 

44”x 25”x 34”H  

SPECIAL ORDER ONLY - QUICK SHIP

058430

$429.99
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Ivory Composite & Eucalyptus Wash 

Round Dining Table 

This Dining Table is made from sustainable eucalyptus hardwood. The 

composite tabletop construction is made from a molded polyresin and blended 

with powdered concrete for texture, density, and long-lasting durability in all 

climates. The unique final finish, which appears like freshly poured white and 

ivory concrete, is durable and highly resistant to many tough stains for years of 

use and enjoyment.

48”Dia. x 30”H

THE EUCALYPTUS 
COLLECTION

Wheat Wicker & 

Eucalyptus Wash 

Armchair with Handles 
The Wheat Wicker & Eucalyptus Wash 

Armchair with Olefin Cushion pairs best 

with our matching ivory composite 

dining table and bench collection.

19.5”x 22.5”x 34.5”H 

Seat Height: 20” Arm 25"

Ivory Composite & Eucalyptus Wash Bench

The Outdoor Interiors 74” x 14” x 18”H Eucalyptus Wash Bench with Composite 

Seat is inspired by a coastal and lake vibe.

74”x 14”x 18”H

SPECIAL ORDER ONLY - QUICK SHIP

576201

$699.99

Nautical Rope &  

Eucalyptus Wash 

Armchairs
The Outdoor Interiors Nautical Rope & 

Eucalyptus Wash Dining Chair is a new 

addition to our matching Ivory and 

Eucalyptus Wash Dining collection.

19.5”L x 22.5”W x 34.5”H  

Seat Dim: 19”Deep x 18”W x 20”H 

SPECIAL ORDER ONLY - QUICK SHIP

053920

$349.99
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SPECIAL ORDER ONLY - QUICK SHIP

576201

$1,229.99

SPECIAL ORDER ONLY - QUICK SHIP

053920

$349.99
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Ebel Inc. furniture brand offers a varied 

inventory of products for outdoor living. 

Versatile collections, modern designs,  

and durable products include everything 

you need to create a serene environment 

– perfect for escaping an increasingly 

fast-paced world. Since 2007, Ebel has 

partnered with Trees for the Future, an 

organization committed to promoting 

agroforestry and providing renewable 

energy to impoverished areas.

Ebel, Inc. offers fully customizable 

furniture including a myriad of fabrics 

and material colors to make your selection 

perfect for your space. To look at the variety 

of options, visit ebelinc.com or scan the 

QR code. 

As shown: Canton Padded Club Chairs with woven-in reticulated foam. Canton Padded Club Swivel 

Rockers with woven-in reticulated foam. Frame and weave in Hickory color. Trevi 50” Chat Table.
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Canton Padded Dining Arm Chair

Woven in reticulated foam cushions. Weave contains all necessary 

ingredients to prevent damage from UV rays as well as environmental 

factors. These products are weather-tough and will withstand the seasons 

and their elements. Rinsing with water is all woven furniture needs. Avoid 

using pressure washers. Pairs well with Charleston Rectangular Dining 

Table (GCEXTFRN0107). 

SPECIAL ORDER ONLY 

000580

$1,049.99

25”x30.5”x39.5” 

Canton Padded Dining 

Side Chair
Rust-proof aluminum frames are 

powder coated for a smooth, 

beautiful finish that will last for 

years to come. Areas with high 

salinity should rinse aluminum 

frames regularly.

18”x 30.5”x 39.5”H 

SPECIAL ORDER ONLY

0051700

$879.99

THE CANTON 
COLLECTION

As shown: Frame color in Smoke. Table Trevi Rectangular Dining Table.
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Siena Dining Arm Chair

The Siena Collection is distinguished by its woven-in reticulated cushions, 

which not only contribute to a clean and elegant aesthetic but also provide 

exceptional comfort. Proudly made with Eco-Weave, an innovative material 

made from recycled ocean plastic.  The use of Eco-Weave across all woven 

collections reinforces Ebel’s commitment to environmental responsibility.

23”x 26”x 38”H 

OLEXTFRN40023

005680

$1,069.99

Siena Dining  

Side Chair

Chairs are weather-tough 

and will withstand the 

seasons and their elements.

19”x 26”x 38”H 

OLEXTFRN40024

008270

$899.99

THE SIENA 
COLLECTION

As shown: Frame color in Flax. Table Trevi Rectangular Dining Table.
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Siena Sofa Siena Club Swivel Rocker Siena Club Chair

75.25”x 33.25”x 31.75”H 26.5”x 33.25”x 31.75”H 26.5”x 33.25”x 31.75”H 

OLEXTFRN40019 OLEXTFRN40020   OLEXTFRN40021

004222

$2,749.99

002531

$1,669.99

008311

$1,399.99
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Palermo Graphite Chat Table

The durable and rust-proof aluminum frames are powder coated for a 

smooth, beautiful finish that will last for years to come. Areas with high 

salinity should rinse aluminum frames regularly. The eco-friendly and 

aluminum products are fully recyclable.  Weather resistant to sun, wind, 

rain – these products can withstand the seasons and their elements.  

Rinsing with water is all aluminum furniture needs. Avoid using pressure 

washers.  Pairs well with the Palermo Deep Seating Set.

OLEXTFRN0118  

38”x38”x16” 

Palermo Graphite  

End Table

Rust-proof aluminum frames are 

powder coated for a smooth, 

beautiful finish that will last for 

years to come. Areas with high 

salinity should rinse aluminum 

frames regularly.

19”x 19”x 18”H 

OLEXTFRN0119   

003230

$399.99

THE PALERMO 
COLLECTION

As shown: Frame color in Graphite. Cushions in Marconi River. 

Throw pillows in Rollo Linen. 

007170

$869.99
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Palermo High Back Sofa
Quick dry foam and Rain® fabric options available. 

Rinsing with water is all aluminum furniture needs. 

Avoid using pressure washers. Complete your seating 

group with many other chair and table options.

78”x 34”x 31.5”H  

OLEXTFRN0115   

001792

$3,699.99

Palermo High Back Club  

Swivel Chair 

Palermo High Back Spring  

Club Chair

Extreme comfort with plush cushions. Quick dry 

foam and Rain® fabric options available. WEATHER 

RESISTANT | Sun, wind, rain – these products can 

withstand the seasons and their elements.

Rust-proof aluminum frames are powder coated for 

a smooth, beautiful finish that will last for years to 

come. Areas with high salinity should rinse aluminum 

frames regularly.

30”x 34”x 31.5”H 30”x 34”x 31.5”H 

OLEXTFRN0117  OLEXTFRN0116 

007651

$1,929.99

001792

$1,929.99

*Price includes cushions with D Fabric

*Price includes cushions with D Fabric *Price includes cushions with D Fabric
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Trevi Rectangular Dining Table

Trevi’s rustic, plank-style tables are the perfect complement to 

any furniture set.  Rust-proof aluminum frames are available in 

Hickory, Flax, Chestnut, and Smoke.

82”x 42”x 29.5”

Dining Bench

72”x 16”x 17”

THE TREVI 
COLLECTION

Trevi Coffee Table

50”x 25”x 17.5”

Trevi 50” Round Table

50”x 50”x 29.5”

82” x 42” x 29.5”

OLEXTFRN40026  

008271

$2,129.99

OLEXTFRN40025   

005670

$929.99

OLEXTFRN40022  

005950

$749.99

OLEXTFRN40029 

007961

$1,999.99
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Bari Console / Counter 

Height Table

Monaco Stackable 

Counter Height Stool

Avallon High Back Club Swivel Glider

Amherst End Table

The Bari Table Collection is a versatile line designed with 

function in mind. The C Table functions as an end table, 

a worktable on a chaise lounge, or a midseat table on a 

sectional or sofa. 

Versatile enough for both a backyard barbeque, a chic 

modern bistro, or a resort poolside, Monaco features 

roomy seats with a contemporary woven design. 

Rich, variegated weaves are handwoven onto powder-

coated aluminum frames designed to stand the test of 

time. Extreme comfort with plush cushions. 

Inspired from natural materials – such as concrete and 

reclaimed wood – resulting in beautifully finished pieces, 

but with the long-lasting durability you rely on from Ebel.

60”x 19”x 36”H 

29.75”x 23.75”x 39.5”H 

30.5”x 37”x 37”H 

22”x 22”x 20”H 

OLEXTFRN40030 

000931

$1,699.99

OLEXTFRN40031 

007360

$786.99

OLEXTFRN40027 

005441

$1,799.99

OLEXTFRN40028

000930

$479.99
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Modern Adirondack Chair

A modern take of the classic Adirondack. With its custom 

molded arms, contoured back, and sleek profile, you don’t 

have to sacrifice comfort for a striking, modern design. 

30”x 34.5”x 41”H  

OLEXTFRN40012GRD

000530

$399.99

Made from 100% recycled 

plastic, C.R. Plastic Products 

use high density (HDPE) 

plastic, grind it up, and 

blend it together with 

pigment. HDPE plastic is 

common in bottle caps, 

milk jugs and orange juice 

containers. This premium 

quality furniture is made for 

life at home and lasts for 

generations.

Available in black , white, turquoise, and beige
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OLEXTFRN40013GRD

000530

$399.99

OLEXTFRN40014GRD

533310

$169.99

Rectangular Small Table

Porch Rocker

Handy rectangular table that sits nicely 

between two Adirondacks. Perfect for drinks! 

A comfortable, classic and timeless 

rocking chair, easy to use for all 

generations. Rock the day away with 

this must-have!

13”x 18”x 17”H  

Available in beige, black, and white

Available in white, beige, turquoise, and black
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PORTABLE FIRE FEATURES

Enjoy longer days and 

warmer nights around a fire 

feature. Adjust the flame 

height higher for heat or 

lower for ambiance. Exquisite 

centerpieces offer various 

neutral frame colors to pair 

beautifully with any furniture 

collection. 
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Coden Round 

Fire Table

Made in the USA by our skilled team of artisans, the Coden 41” round propane 

fire table has refined, minimalistic design. With the ability to conceal a propane 

tank in the base of this fire table, you can maintain a sleek appearance with 

no exposed hose or gas source. This modern aluminum fire table features a 

reliable push-button ignition and has adjustable flame height. Gas fire pit table 

with leveling feet, stainless steel burner, burner lid, lava rock, storage cover and 

propane hose with regulator are included.

• Handcrafted in the USA by our 

skilled team of artisans

• Heat output: 40,000 BTUs

• Battery operated, push button 

ignition

• Includes fire table with access door 

and leveling feet, stainless steel 

burner, matching burner lid, lava 

rock filler, storage cover, AA battery 

and 8’ LP hose with regulator

• Required 20 lb propane tank (not 

included) sits inside table

• Burn time for 20 lb propane tank 

is 11 hrs (high setting) - 33 hrs (low 

setting)

• Can be converted to natural gas 

by a certified gas technician with 

conversion kit U0003-02 (sold 

separately) 

• Adjustable flame height

• Includes automatic safety shut off

• Weather, sun and rust resistant

• Safe for use on a wooden deck

• No assembly required

41”Dx 41”Wx 20.5”H

SPECIAL ORDER ONLY - QUICK SHIP

FIRETBLCODRND2070LP

000071

$1,999.99
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Coden Square Fire Table

Made in the USA by our skilled team of artisans, the Coden 42” square propane fire table has refined, minimalistic design. 

With the ability to conceal a propane tank in the base of this fire table, you can maintain a sleek appearance with no 

exposed hose or gas source. This modern aluminum fire table features a reliable push-button ignition and has adjustable 

flame height. Gas fire pit table with leveling feet, stainless steel burner, burner lid, lava rock, storage cover and propane 

hose with regulator are included. 

• Heat output: 40,000 BTUs

• Battery operated push button ignition

• Made of ultra-durable, powder coated lightweight 

aluminum

• Includes fire table with leveling feet and access door, 

stainless steel burner, matching burner lid, lava rock 

filler, storage cover, AA battery and 8’ LP hose with 

regulator

• Required 20 lb propane tank (not included) sits inside 

table base

• Burn time for 20 lb LP tank is 11 hrs (high setting) - 33 hrs 

(low setting)

• Can be converted to natural gas by a certified 

gas technician with conversion kit U0003-02 (sold 

separately)

• Adjustable flame height

• Includes automatic safety shut off

• Weather, sun and rust resistant

• Safe for use on a wooden deck

• CSA certified

42”L x 42”W x 20”H

SPECIAL ORDER ONLY - QUICK SHIP

FIRETBLCODSQU2040LP

000071

$1,999.99
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Coden Rectangle Fire Table

Coden 58” rectangle propane fire table has refined, minimalistic design. With the ability to conceal a propane tank in the 

base of this fire table, you can maintain a sleek appearance with no exposed hose or gas source. This modern aluminum 

fire table features a reliable push-button ignition and has adjustable flame height. Gas fire pit table with leveling feet, 

stainless steel burner, burner lid, lava rock, storage cover and propane hose with regulator are included.

• Heat output: 65,000 BTUs

• Battery operated push button ignition

• Made of ultra-durable, powder coated lightweight 

aluminum

• Includes fire table with leveling feet and access door, 

stainless steel burner, matching burner lid, lava rock 

filler, storage cover, AA battery and 8’ LP hose with 

regulator

• Required 20 lb propane tank (not included) sits inside 

table base

• Burn time for 20 lb LP tank is 6.5 hrs (high setting) - 20 hrs 

(low setting)

• Can be converted to natural gas by a certified gas 

technician with conversion kit U0002-07(sold separately)

• Adjustable flame height

• Includes automatic safety shut off

• Weather, sun and rust resistant

• Safe for use on a wooden deck

58”L x 28”W x 20”H   

SPECIAL ORDER ONLY - QUICK SHIP

FIRETBLCODREC2050LP

000581

$2,299.99
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Sanctuary Fire Bowls

Experience warmth and style with our fire furnishing collection, the 

Sanctuary Series. Featuring a rectangular fire table model and a round 

fire bowl model, both equipped with a sleek stainless steel burner system 

and encased in a durable GFRC enclosure, bringing elegance and 

comfort to your outdoor space.

• GFRC Fire Table offered in a 30” and 39” diameters

Slate

Chocolate

Arctic

Raven

M: 29”D x 14”H  225 lbs.

L: 39”D x 16”H  275 lbs.

30" Diameter x 14" H
FGFBSANC3SSMTRAN

000511

$1,499.99

39" Diameter x 18" H
FGFBSANC2SSMTRAN

000551

$2,149.99

ON DISPLAY IN DES PLAINES
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Experience warmth and style with our fire furnishing collection, the Sanctuary Series. Featuring a rectangular fire table 

model and a round fire bowl model, both equipped with a sleek stainless steel burner system and encased in a durable 

GFRC enclosure, bringing elegance and comfort to your outdoor space.

• GFRC Fire Table offered in 56” lengths

• 2-year limited warranty.

Sanctuary Fire Tables

Slate

Chocolate

Arctic

RavenFGFTSANC1SSMTSLN

000012

$2,699.99
ON DISPLAY IN DES PLAINES
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Designs are continually 

improved and refined to 

achieve the highest quality 

and appeal, and all finishes 

are applied by hand to each 

piece.

FOUNTAINS

Milano Fountain

20”H x 34”W x 24”D

320 lbs.

STATFTN4038F2

006590

$1,299.99

Zen 3-Bowl Fountain

32.5”H x 31”W x 29”D

390 lbs.

STATFTN4033F2

001301

$1,429.99
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Wave Fountain

41”H x 27”W x 27”D

461 lbs.

STATFTN4039F3

005401

$1,429.99

Ellipse Fountain

59”H x 40.5”W x 25”D

581 lbs.

STATFTN5052F2

006901

$1,499.99

Grande Kensington  Fountain

74.5”H x 48” Diameter

1156 lbs.

STATFTN5595F6

003142

$3,329.99

27
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POTTERY

North Coast was founded in 

1989 and has been dedicated to 

serving the independent garden 

and landscape industry. They 

proudly offer an extensive and 

ever-changing range of pottery, 

natural stone, furniture and 

home décor.
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Outdoor ceramic containers are versatile and 

aesthetically pleasing additions to any garden 

or outdoor space. We offer outdoor containers 

in various shapes, sizes, and colors, allowing 

for endless creative possibilities in garden 

design. Ceramic containers can be durable and 

weather-resistant, making them suitable for 

withstanding outdoor elements such as rain, 

wind, and sun exposure.

Glazed

Bring vibrant colors 

outdoors with a glossy, 

durable finish

Antique

Timeless charm for 

your garden or outdoor 

space with a bit of 

rustic elegance 

Terra Cotta

Classic pottery crafted 

with ageless materials but 

featuring a modern finish

Volcanic

A unique textured 

surface reminiscent 

of rugged lava 

formations
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7.5' Glide Tilt  

Octagon Umbrella 

9' Glide Tilt  

Octagon Umbrella 

Size: 7.5’

Ribs: 8

Coverage: 39 sq. ft.

Weight: 17 lbs.

Size: 9’

Ribs: 8

Coverage: 57 sq. ft.

Weight: 18 lbs.

Classic Base
Weight: 50 lbs.

OLEXTFRN0000206

009110

$139.99

OLEXTFRN00221GRD

006120

$269.99 

OLEXTFRN00220GRD

000420

$299.99 

SHADE

Treasure Garden has built a reputation 

of leadership by producing top quality, 

custom-made, handcrafted umbrellas. 

Combining advanced technology with 

the latest color and fabric trends, they 

continue to enhance their products 

and performance every year. Features 

adjustable tilt for shade coverage. Simply 

slide housing and the canopy tilts to shade 

and comfort. Black Finish

Pole Diameter: 1.5”

Bottom Pole: 36”

Vent Style: Single Wind Vent

*base not included*base not included
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8'x10’ Auto Tilt 

Rectangle Umbrella  
with Monaco Square Base 

Size: 8’ x 10’

Ribs: 8

Coverage: 80 sq. ft.

Weight: 22 lbs.

Base: 100 lbs.

OLEXTFRN40017 - Aqua (in stock)

OLEXTFRN40017 - Navy (in stock)

001580

$1,099.99

“Luna Pro” 

Umbrella Light   

with Bluetooth Speaker

Weight: 2.6 lbs.

OLEXTFRN00208

000610

$199.99

SPECIAL ORDER ONLY - 

QUICK SHIP

IN STOCK
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13' Starlux AKZ Plus 

Cantilever Octagon Umbrella
with Foot Pedal Base

Size: 13’

Ribs: 8

Coverage: 129 sq. ft.

Weight: 109 lbs.

OLEXTFRN40016

000023

$3,999.99
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Barrette 8'x8' Pergola

OLEXTOLDCA40010

005861

$1,799.99

Barrette Outdoor Living’s 8' x 8' Pergola Kit is 

a modern twist on traditional wood pergolas, 

made with matte black powder coated 

aluminum, and is easy to maintain. The kit is 

perfect for smaller spaces and easy to assemble 

and install on a deck. Choose from any of our 

Decorative Screen Panels to use as the roof 

or side walls to provide shade from the sun or 

privacy, if needed. 

• Matte black aluminum 3½" posts

• Pre-welded plates and pre-routed rails for 

easy installation

• Accommodates eight (8) decorative 

screen panels as a roof

• Customize the design using any decorative 

screen panel

Decorative Screen Panels
2’ x 4’ Panel

Morse - OLEXTOLDCA40017

Sanibel - OLEXTOLDCA40016

Sprig - OLEXTOLDCA40015

110400

$42.99

2'x4' Frame Kit
OLEXTOLDCA40012

Does not include screens. 

002320

$249.99

Morse Sanibel Sprig

OTHER KITS & ACCESSORIES AVAILABLE!
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RUGS

Treasure Garden Collection outdoor 

rug styles include completing colors to 

give an artistic visual appearance. Both 

your eyes and feet will thank you for the 

sophistication and comfort of this rug, 

providing the perfect base for dining and 

conversation sets or a covering to concrete 

or otherwise hard flooring. Made from 

100% polypropylene, this rug is designed 

for durability and comfort, providing a 

colorfast, anti-static, and mildew-resistant 

rug to last. 

Outdoor Rugs

Treasure Garden Outdoor Rug styles include completing colors to give an artistic visual appearance 

with the look and feel of sisal with a braided look. Constructed with 100% polypropylene multi-ply 

cabled heat-set yarns, offers an incredible and luxurious texture with excellent durability. 

5'x7'
000220 

$269.99

8'x10'
002440

$549.99

5'x7'
002910

$239.99

8'x10'
001830

$469.99

5'x7'
008410

$189.99

8'x10'
007820

$349.99

Paradise Cove - Spa 

Illusion Black - Mirage

North Shore - Sky Blue

Moroccan - Textured Taupe

Painted Desert - Red

Canyon - Taupe

Geo - Black
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35Illusion - Black Mirage

Geo - Black

Canyon - Taupe

North Shore - Sky Blue

Painted Desert - Red

Moroccan - Textured Taupe

Paradise Cove - Spa
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CARE & MAINTENANCE

Bringing the comfort of the indoors out is what outdoor living is all about.  

Unlike the indoors, your outdoor spaces present unique challenges when 

trying to keep your outdoor furniture looking its best.  Whether your pieces 

are made of wood, aluminum, resins, or a combination of some or all of 

those materials, periodic cleaning and maintenance is a must.  Fabrics 

can begin to look dingy, woods can grey, crack, or even splinter, and 

aluminum can lose its luster…

…but with proper care, your outdoor furniture can last decades!

The amount of maintenance that is required depends on the location. For 

example, covered patio furniture requires much less cleaning and oiling 

than products in partial or direct sunlight or under trees that may drop dirt 

and debris.

Please see the additional Care & Maintenance details below for the best 

care for your furniture. 

TEAK HARDWOODS 

EUCALYPTUS HARDWOODS

If your Teak furniture becomes soiled, use a mild detergent and a soft cloth only for 

cleaning. Do not use abrasive cleaners or cleaning products. Solid Teak should be 

oiled at least two times per year to maintain the golden teak color and to preserve 

hardwood integrity for many years. Use name-brand teak or hardwood oils for 

outdoor use. Note that many Linseed Oils and other oils will darken natural Teak. Always test a small inconspicuous area 

to ensure compatibility and for color purposes. If a grey patina is desired, preservatives are available in the marketplace to 

help you maintain this look and help protect and maintain this desired color. Furniture covers are a wise investment as an 

extra layer of protection during the off-season.

All hardwood is living, natural fiber. Due to weather and everyday use, changes occur 

with hairlines in the grain and lighting. The stained finish on our eucalyptus furniture 

will begin to fade and dry out if left untreated. However, to slow down the aging 

process and maintain your furniture’s “like new” appearance, you should regularly 

treat the wood. We recommend using a name brand Teak or Boiled Linseed to maintain and protect your hardwood 

furniture.  Please apply at least twice in the spring and summer. The number of applications varies depending on direct 

sunlight, temperature, and dry climate versus more humid regions. Your furniture will provide tell-tale signs along the way, 

so “Please Oil” accordingly. Do not apply any furniture oil in direct sunlight. Apply oil generously and wipe away excess with 

a dry cloth approximately 1 hour after application. 

CAUTION: Using Linseed oil on natural unstained Teak will initially create a much darker appearance before being 

placed in direct sunlight or outdoors for at least 30 days. Always test a small area under the furniture before finishing 

any piece with any oils, sealants, or finishes. Caution: Always dispose of oil-soaked rags carefully and in a safe 

container due to fire concerns. 
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FABRIC

ALUMINUM

WICKER & SLING

Hardwood oils will not harm wicker or sling material. However, it should be wiped 

away immediately after any oiling projects. If wicker or sling becomes soiled or dirty, 

use water, soft cloths, and brushes with mild detergents for cleaning.

Outdoor fabrics are designed with durability and cleanability in mind. Regular 

cleaning of your cushions will keep them looking new and spot cleaning is quick and 

easy when accidents happen.

Outdoor fabrics can often be cleaned without being removed from umbrella and 

furniture frames or cushions.  Start by removing any loose dirt or debris by first brushing or shaking it off.  Clean with warm 

water (no more than 100° F), mild natural soap, and a soft bristle brush if necessary.  Test a small, inconspicuous area 

to make sure the cleaner will not affect the color of the fabric. Rinse thoroughly to ensure all of the cleaners have been 

removed.  Allow the fabric to air dry.  Unzip cushion covers to help them dry more rapidly. 

When washing or cleaning, DO NOT SUBJECT TO EXCESSIVE HEAT as the fabric will shrink. DO NOT STEAM PRESS OR DRY IN 

ELECTRIC OR GAS DRYERS.

A consistent schedule of cleaning the surface will help remove dirt, grime, and other 

surface build-ups that can help keep your furniture looking new.  Over time, powder-

coated finishes exposed to the elements may show signs of weathering such as 

reduced gloss and slight color loss. Use a non-abrasive soap or household cleaner and 

wipe aluminum, woven, or Reserve pieces with a soft cloth.  Furniture can be rinsed 

with hose water.  We do not recommend using chemical cleaners such as acetone, alcohol, mineral spirits, or lacquer 

thinners.  Any type of chemical that is harmful to the powder coat surface should be removed or cleaned immediately.  

Avoid using pressure washers.

Chairs can be cleaned with soapy water and a sponge, or a damp Mr. Clean Magic 

Eraser. If you like, you can make an Earth Scrub to help remove dirt. 

Please avoid using pressure washers on plastic or resin furniture. If the nozzle is placed 

too close to the plastic it could damage the plastic making it look fuzzy and allowing 

atmospheric dirt and particles to get inside. Over time this can make your furniture 

look dirty and impossible to return to its original look.  

PLASTICS AND RESINS: 
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